1. Hey y'all
2. Officer/Advisor Reports
   a. Chair (Richard)
   b. Vice-Chair of Internal Affairs & Communication (Matt)
   c. Vice-Chair of Finance & Co-Sponsorship (Kelsey)
      As Wendy Gochanour was out for vacation the latter half of the week, Kelsey was unable to get receipts to do a budget update. Out of our surplus $2000, $150 is being tentatively allocated to Special Events (Katie) for rental of a giant inflatable Twister game to be had at some point in November.
   d. SGA Secretary (Samia)
      Samia is reaching out for volunteers for trick or treat for canned goods. Volunteers would put up fliers and solicit canned food donations for a local food shelter. There are prizes for the most food gathered by weigh ($150) and most food gathered by weight per team member ($100). As of right now, Kelsey and Samia are the only ones signed up, so help them out! The time commitment is 4-7PM on Halloween for soliciting goods. Please let Samia know if you are interested. SAC/SGA/SOFA ice cream social is on Tuesday, October 15th from 11am – 1pm in the PAC concourse. Richard, Samia, and Matt will be there serving ice cream and talking about SAC. Show up for a bit for some free Coldstone and answer some questions for people interested in SAC!
   e. Advisor (Beth & Mary)
      Beth and Mary had no updates.
3. Coordinator Reports
   a. Traditions (Leanne & Aretha)
      i. Homecoming 2013: Catch Blue Fever | September 29th – October 5th
         Leann reported that week was overall a success, and that while there could have been more attendance at the smaller special events (Such as MYO Spirit Wear), the overall week was great.
   b. Performance (Ashley)
      i. Nick Pike | October 5th
         Ashley, while not a hundred percent informed as to what was going on with the event (she was not aware the event was hers until the week of), said the event was a success, with a turnout of 60 to 70 people. She thought it was a great use of fees, and also lauded Aretha and Leanne for a good week in Homecoming.
   c. Off-Campus & Travel (Kyle)
      i. SAC @ Henson Robinson Zoo | October 6th
         Kyle was not in attendance. Reporting on his behalf, Richard said no one used the carpool, but there was a turnout of about 20 students and their families attended the zoo.
   d. Coffeehouse (Paige)
      i. Javier Mendoza | October 10th @ 9pm – Mary Jane’s Café
Paige reviewed her schedule for Javier Mendoza, with an estimated time of arrival at 7PM, soundcheck of 8-8:30. She’s doing decorations at 6. She is calling La Fiesta for donation of dessert. Paige reported an increase in funding for hot cocoa and coffee for executive board of $50 per event. The following people volunteered to help Thursday at 6PM at lower level of Brookens: Brandon, Richard, Gella, Leanne, Matt, Alicia.

e. Spirit (Brittany)
i. SAC @ Volleyball | October 12th @ 3pm – TRAC
   Brittany reported that she is working for the event, and has no further updates on the event itself. Bags for the event should arrive Friday.

f. Education, Personal Growth & Diversity (Jamee & Zehra)
i. Kyla Lacey | October 15th @ 9pm – LRH Great Room
   Jamee was excused for absence and Zehra was not present. Richard reported and plugged Kyla Lacey, a spoken word poet for Tuesday, Oct 15th at 9PM

g. Film (Brandon)
   Brandon had no update.

h. Special Events (Katie)
   Katie is having a meeting at 7:30PM for Haunted Library. Katie sends out a call for volunteers for this year’s theme, a morose take on Grimm’s Fairytales. She will be outlining what we’re doing, plot, storyline, etc. Kelsey suggested a partnership with University Drive Players and Creative Flow. As above mentioned, funding has been conditionally approved for the Twister event (See Finance and Co-Sponsorship).

i. Marketing (Tori & Natalie)
   Both coordinators were not present.

j. Comedy (CheVaughn)
   Chevaughn had an approved absence.

k. Student Talent (Gella)
   Gella had no updates.

4. Upcoming SAC Events (Coordinator Sign-Up)
a. October 10th – Javier Mendoza | Mary Jane’s Café @ 9pm
b. October 12th – SAC @ Volleyball | TRAC @ 3pm
c. October 13th – General Council Meeting | SLB @ 6pm
d. October 15th – SGA/SAC/SOFA Ice Cream Social | PAC @ 11am-1pm
e. October 15th – Kyla Lacey | LRH Great Room @ 9pm
f. October 23rd – SAC & Department of Business Administration present: What you can do in Business & Management | PAC @ 12-1:30pm